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Staking Crypto

Allocate your free crypto assets to our 
trading pool, provide liquidity for Netmi
custom developed crypto instruments, 
and get paid generous returns on a 
daily basis.

STAKING OFFER

LITE
Trial staking option

+150%
+0.75% daily for 200 days

Min deposit 50$

Max deposit 999$

Status SILVER

Profit Calculator

Deposit: Total ROI:

500$ 750.00$

STANDARD
Prudent intermediate option

+168%
+0.80% daily for 210 days

Min deposit 1 000$

Max deposit 4 999$

Status GOLD

Profit Calculator

Deposit: Total ROI:

3000$ 5040.00$

ADVANCED
Popular money making option

+192%
+0.90% daily for 220 days

Min deposit 5 000$

Max deposit 14 999$

Status SAPPHIRE

Profit Calculator

Deposit: Total ROI:

10000$ 19200.00$

ULTIMATE
Best residual income choice

+230%
+1.00% daily for 230 days

Min deposit 15 000$

Max deposit 100 000$

Status RUBY

Profit Calculator

Deposit: Total ROI:

50000$ 115000.00$



Affiliate Program

Netmi Affiliate Program is a great opportunity for active marketers 
to earn extra income and build a leadership career with our 
platform. Get generous multi-level referral income from the partners 
you attract up to 6 levels deep.

Affiliate Statuses
Upgrade your Partner status by increasing your Affiliate network turnover and/or your personal investment volume.

LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 5 LEVEL 6

STARTER
Any registered member who participates 
in our affiliate program.

SILVER
Partner with active stakes from $50 or total 
structure turnover from $500.

GOLD
Partner with active stakes from $1000 or 
total structure turnover from $3000.

SAPPHIRE 
Partner with active stakes from $5000 or 
total structure turnover from $10000.

RUBY  
Partner with active stakes from $15000 or 
total structure turnover from $50000.

4% 1.5%

5% 1.7% 0.5%
+1% +0.2%

6.5% 2% 1%
+1.5% +0.3% +0.5%

0.5%

8% 2.5% 1.5%
+1.5% +0.5% +0.5%

0.7%

10% 3% 2%
+2% +0.5% +0.5%

1%

+0.2%

0.3%

+0.3% +0.2%

0.5% 0.2%



Volume Bonus
The Bonus is paid depending on your overall affiliate earnings from all levels of your 
referral network. The more referral commissions you earn, the bigger bonus you get.

AFFILIATE INCOME MAIN BALANCE PREMIUM BALANCE#

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

> $100

> $200

> $400

> $700

> $1000

> $3000

> $5000

> $10000

> $25000

> $50000

20$

40$

80$

140$

200$

600$

1000$

2000$

5000$

10000$

500$

1000$

2000$$

3500$

5000$

15000$

25000$

50000$

125000$

300000$



Performance Bonus
The Bonus is paid every 1st day of the month depending on your past month referral 
commission volume from the 1st line of your affiliate network.

1ST LINE INCOME MAIN BALANCE PREMIUM BALANCE#

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

> $70

> $150

> $300

> $650

> $1000

> $3000

> $5000

> $7000

> $10000

> $15000

10$

20$

50$

100$

150$

450$

750$

1050$

1500$

2300$

120$

240$

480$$

840$

1200$

3600$

6000$

8500$

12000$

20000$



Accelerators
Use our unique accelerator system to increase daily interest and speed up 
the return of principal. Get various bonuses, and obtain internal NTM 
tokens, which you can sell later to receive even more profit.

Accelerator Bonuses
Bonuses are credited right after you make a new 
stake using the accelerator.

1 » INCREASED 
PROFITABILITY

Increased rate of daily 
returns

2 » ALLOCATION OF 
NTM TOKENS

Provision of a certain number 
of custom NTM tokens.

3 » CASHBACK TO 
THE MAIN BALANCE

Refund of part of the funds to the main 
balance after new stake has been 

created.

4 » BONUS TO 
PREMIUM BALANCE

Receive a certain amount of 
premium bonus.

5 » STAKE AMOUNT 
BONUS (%)

Additional bonus as a percentage 
of the stake amount.

6 » BONUS TO THE 
STAKE AMOUNT ($)

Additional cash bonus to the stake 
amount.

Advantages of the NTM
The token rate grows on a daily basis. You can collect tokens, 
sell them later at a better price, and get additional profit.

After you purchase the accelerator, you will receive a certain 
amount of NTM tokens. These tokens are locked on a special 
account. As soon your accelerator is activated, the tokens will be 
unlocked and become available for sale. Each accelerator has 
its validity period. In case this period has expired, and 
accelerator has not been activated, your tokens will still get 
unlocked and you will be able to sell them any time as 
advantageous.



Premium Program

Premium Program is an opportunity to fast start 
your business at Netmi platform if you are either 
low on funds and wish to try the platform for free, 
without any initial investments, or if you wish to 
supplement your earnings with some extra income 
by participating in a community life and 
spreading the word about Netmi investment 
services. All you need to do is to perform some 
simple paid tasks, collect the bonuses at your 
Premium balance and invest them into Premium 
Staking plans, which pay real returns direct to 
your Account balance. Thrilled with a chance of 
getting some free cash? Let’s get started!

Bonuses available

1150$
+15$

Access our website
Sign up for an account or login to existing one, then 
click on “Receive” button.

+10$
Verify your E-mail address
Right after registration you will get a message with guidelines to verify your E-mail address. 
Follow the procedure and validate your E-mail.

+5$ Complete your user profile
Fill in all the fields in your user profile and save all data.

+10$
Subscribe to our Telegram channel
Subscription entitles you receive 10$ to your Premium balance. If you leave the 
channel this bonus is cancelled.

+10$
Join our Telegram chat
Sign up for our Telegram chat, then get back to this page 
and click on “Specify Telegram ID” button.

+15$
Write a review and give us 5* mark at H-metrics
Go to H-metrics, post a review, point at your review link, and receive 15$ to your Premium balance as soon 
as our support checks it.

+10$
Post a review to our Telegram chat
Get to our Telegram chat. Post a review. Supply us with a link to it, and get 
10$ after our moderators check it.

+200$
Affiliate structure turnover from 500$
Refer new investors for a total amount of stakes over 500$, and get 200$ 
to your Premium balance on top of your regular affiliate rewards.

+500$
Total amount of stakes over $1000
Top up your account and make stakes to a total amount of $1000 or more and get $500 bonus to your 
Premium Balance. Premium stakes do not count.

+100$
Video review or video feedback on Youtube
Record a video review or make a video comment on YouTube. Your channel must have at list 100 
subscribers.



Premium Program

+70$
Video about us on TikTok
Record a video about us on TikTok. Your profile must have at 
least 100 subscribers.

+15$
Write a review and rate us on Trustpilot
Get to the Trustpilot website, write a detailed review, give us a 5* rate. To get the bonus, provide us 
with a link to the review or to your Trustpilot profile.

+10$
Post a comment in our thread at the MMGP.COM forum
Log in to the MMGP.COM forum, write a comment about us and provide us with a link to it. The 
bonus will be issued after verification.

+15$
Write on Facebook about us
Make a post about our platform in your Facebook profile. The post must be active and visible for at least 10 days. If you 
delete a post after receiving a bonus, all your bonuses will be canceled. You must have at least 100 people as friends.

+15$
Stories about us on Instagram
Make stories about us on Instagram. You will get your bonus credited 20 hours after 
publication. You must have at least 100 subscribers.

+80$
Participate in our Prize Raffle
Become an active participant of our Prize Raffle and you will be 
entitled for a bonus.

+10$
Subscribe to our Twitter
Follow us on Twitter. Specify your username. Unsubscribing will 
cancel all your bonuses.

+15$
Write a review about us and like us on Twitter
Write a review about our service and like our twits. Specify a link 
for verification.

+15$
Connect your Telegram
Log in to your dashboard with your Telegram 
account.

+30$
Take part in a Poll
Participate in our Polls on different topics and earn 
rewards to your Premium balance.

https://www.trustpilot.com/review/netmi.org


Contacts
Netmi Limited keeps developing business relationship all 
over the world.

Before creating a ticket, please, make sure your question is 
not covered in FAQ section. If you still have questions, we'll 
be always happy to help you!

Contact Us

info@netmi.org

@netmi_support

Branch office

Company Number (UK): 14815179

106 Thingwall Road, Liverpool, England, L15 7LB

CHECK IN THE REGISTRY

mailto:@netmi_support
https://netmi.org/en/faq
mailto:info@netmi.org
https://find-and-update.company-information.service.gov.uk/company/14815179

